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ABSTRACT 
Let R be a commutative Dedekind domain, and let V denote a finitely generated 
torsion-free module over R. Let g l(V) denote the R-module endomorphisms of V, 
&VI G g I(V) the set of nilpotent endomorphisms, and GL(V) the automorphisms of 
V. We construct a canonical filtration and invariant ideals associated to elements of 
AV > to study several GL(V )-invariant properties of Jr7V >, under the similarity action 
(g, L) ++ gLg-‘, L E&V), g E GL(V). W e use these invariants to give a finite 
determinacy criterion for the similarity of nilpotent endomorphisms .&VI. 0 1998 
Elsevier Science Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we study nilpotent endomorphisms of finitely generated 
torsion-free modules over a Dedekind domain R (sometimes called R- 
lattices). We associate a canonical filtration and a set of invariant ideals to a 
nilpotent endomorphism, and use these to give information about the finite 
determinacy of its similarity class. Given a nilpotent endomorphism L, we 
determine an ideal B,, depending on L and its invariant ideals, so that if L’ 
is any nilpotent with the same invariant ideals, and such that L and L! are 
congruent modulo this ideal, then L and L’ are similar. 
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In [2], Babbitt and Varadarajan studied canonical forms for first-order 
systems of linear meromorphic differential equations containing holomorphic 
parameters in the neighborhood of an irregular singular point. In their work, 
a crucial role was played by the theory of similarity of nilpotent matrices over 
rings of holomorphic functions and function germs (see also Wasow [13]). 
The results required studying module filtrations determined by nilpotent 
endomorphisms over various integrally closed Noetherian domains, especially 
discrete valuation rings. In this paper we employ the filtrations developed 
there in the case that R is a Dedekind domain. 
The use of filtrations to study nilpotent endomorphisms was investigated 
by Zelinksy [Id] to classify matrices over discrete valuation rings for small 
index of nilpotency (and in some cases to extend his classification to include 
principal-ideal domains). Zelinksy established precise equivalences between 
categories of matrix representations and filtrations for such nilpotent endo- 
morphisms. Previously, Deligne [5] also constructed a filtration defined for all 
commutative domains in his work on the Weil conjectures. The filtration we 
will use, found in Babbitt and Varadarajan 121, is a variant of the Deligne 
filtration. The Babbitt-Varadarajan filtration works well for the problems 
discussed here because it lies closest to the linear algebra of a matrix over the 
quotient field of the ring, so detailed matrix-theoretic arguments (and their 
module-theoretic analogues) may be employed, as well as results from the 
theory of Lie algebras. 
Problems on the holomorphic similarity of matrices were studied by 
Wasow [12], Arnold [l], and Friedland [6], where analytic techniques were 
used. More recent and algebraic approaches can be found in MacDonald [lo] 
and in the work of Guralnick [7] and especially [8, 91, where the similarity of 
matrices over local rings (and more generally modules over R-algebras) is 
studied. Indeed, as an application of the Artin-Rees lemma Guralnick proved 
in [7] a finite determinacy result for similarity of matrices over local rings that 
is quite similar to results presented here (over Dedekind domains). More 
recently, Pizarro classified the similarity classes of arbitrary 3 X 3 matrices 
over a complete discrete valuation ring [II]. Our approach uses the represen- 
tation theory of the classical Lie algebra G I, to study similarity classes of 
nilpotent endomorphisms. Over a field one uses the Jacobson-Morosov theory 
to describe the behavior of nilpotents. Over a ring, however, we use filtrations 
associated to nilpotents to accomplish this. 
It is our belief that the canonical filtration and associated invariant ideals 
are natural and useful invariants for the study of nilpotent endomorphisms 
over commutative domains, and they deserve more attention. We attempt to 
justify this belief by presenting several results for modules over Dedekind 
domains. Almost everything stated here would hold for Priifer domains, and 
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in some cases the integral closure of such rings. We establish various “finite 
determinacy” results. That is, if we fx the invariant ideals for a set of 
nilpotents, then certain natural properties of this class are determined mod- 
ulo an ideal defined in terms of these invariants. 
2. NOTATION AND GENERALITIES 
Let R be a commutative Dedekind domain, and let Z be its quotient 
field. Let V denote a finitely generated torsion-free module over R, which is 
necessarily projective. We shall always identify V with its image 1 @s V in 
XBsV = V,. Let gl(V) d enote the ring of R-module endomorphisms of V, 
let J”(V) c gl(V) be th e set of nilpotent endormorphisms, and let GL(V’ > 
denote the automorphisms of V. GL(V ) acts on elements of Jy(V ) under the 
similarity action (g, L) H gLg -i for L EAV), g E GL(V). We will say 
such endomorphisms are similar, since this follows the use of the term in 
matrix theory, to which many of these results reduce when V is a free 
module. 
Since R is Dedekind, there is a one-to-one correspondence between 
subspaces of V’ overxand submodules U c V such that V/U is torsion-free 
(such submodules are called pure). In particular, for any submodule W c \I’. 
we may form the closure of W by defining w := V n (37 @s W ). Then 
V/w is torsion-free and w/W is a torsion module. Since finitely generated 
torsion-free modules over a Dedekind domain are projective, when U is pure 
then both U and V/U are projective, so the exact sequence 
o-+u+v-+v/u+o 
splits, that is, we may find a submodule W c V (isomorphic to V/U) such 
that U CB W = V (see [4]). 
V is a projective module over an integral domain, so it has a well-defined 
rank, say n. This rank is equal to the rank of the necessarily free R,-module 
V,, where R, and V, denote the localizations of R and V at a prime ideal p 
of R. In particular, n is the dimension of the vector space 3 @s V (where 3 
is the quotient field of R), which is identified with the localization V,, = X at 
the prime ideal p = (0). Since R is Dedekind, any prime ideal is maximal, 
and V, is a free module over the discrete valuation ring R,. 
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3. GL(V)-INVARIANTS FOR ./P’(V) 
As noted above, V, = 3 @s V is a vector space over _‘Z of finite dimen- 
sion, say n, for n > 1. Let&V,> c 6 l(V,> be the set of nilpotent endomor- 
phisms of V,. Given any L E&‘(V~), the J or d an canonical form for L over Z 
determines L up to similarity in GL(V,). However, the subspaces involved in 
the Jordan decomposition are not uniquely determined, so it is necessary to 
proceed differently. We will employ a variant of the canonical filtration 
defined by Deligne (cf. [S, 1.61) and first used by Babbitt and Varadarajan [2]. 
Those familiar with the representation theory of the Lie algebra gI,(C) will 
recognize its role in what follows. Indeed, the Jacobson-Morosov theorem is 
central to the proof of the following proposition: 
PROPOSITION 3.1 [2, p. 141. Let L EJY(V~). Then there exists a unique 
finite increasing filtration {W,,,}, E z of V, such that: 
(a) LCW,,,) C W,_,,, for all t. 
(b) Zj- uw, Z := W&W,_ 1 %, 
%j,x into ??lj,, 
then for any j > 0, the linear mup Lj of 
induced by ij (in view of (a)) is an isomorphism: 
Li : yx + i& (j z 0). 
The GL(V,)-orbit of L is determined by the GL(V,)-orbit of the filtration. 
It is clear from the above that there is a minimal positive integer ml such 
that W, x = 0 (W, x = V’) if t < -ml (t > m,). We call m, the spread of 
the filtration. The spread m, can also be defined by the condition L"l # 0, 
L"Q+l = 0, so that W_,I,, = range(L”1) and Wm,_l z = ker(L”1). Fur- 
ther, the filtration (W,,,} gives rise to a filtration {Z’t,,}’ of gI(V,) if we put 
8 t,-% = {T E gl(%> such that T(W,,,) c I+‘,+,,, for all s} 
Recall that if L, M E gI(V,>, the map ad(L) : gr(V') + gl(v,) is defined 
bY 
ad(L)(M) := LM - ML. 
LEMMA 3.2 [2, p. 151. The collection of sets {cF~,~.) form the canonical 
filtration for ad(L) ~&g r&“>>, and L E Z2, x. 
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Regard L E&V) G&V,> with filtration (W,,,} in V’, and define the 
filtration {W,} of V associated to L E&V) by 
w, := w,,, n v. 
For s < t, W,/W, is a torsion-free R-module. Let 
iGt := w,/w,_,. 
We have a natural injection W, 9 %t Z, allowing us to regard %( as a 
sub-R-module of Et Z The map Lj defined in part (b) of Proposition 3.1 
now maps Ej into E_, for any j > 0. Put 
Mj = M,(L) := iEj/Lj(i”,). 
The following corollary is then obvious. 
COROLLARY 3.3 [2, p. 171. 
G-j, 
For any j > 0, Lj is an injection of Gj into 
and M, is a finitely generated torsion module for R whose isomorphism 
ckz~ &pen d only on the GL(V)-orbit of L. 
If L E.&V), the V-filtration (W,} can be characterized essentially in the 
same way as {W,,,} as the unique V-filtration such that (1) (V)/-W, is 
torsion-free for all t, (2) L(W,) C W, 2 f or all t, and (3) Lj is an injection 
and rank(Gj) = rank(p_j). We call this the canonical filtration of L. The 
V-filtration {W,} is said to be split by the gradation {W (“j},,, t Z of V if 
W, = @,., W’“’ for all t. 
Let {W,} be the canonical filtration of L E.&V), and suppose it is split 
by {W(m)l. By the observations in Section 2, this is always possible. Let E(S.” 
be the R-module of all T E gl(\‘) such that Z’Wct) c W’“’ and Iui(“) = O 
for t’ # t. Clearly 
gl(V) = @ E(S,t) z @ ,$f+‘~), where 87(m) = @ j$s.*). 
S, t m S--t=VL 
In particular, T E E(m) implies ZWc2) _ c W (‘-“) for all t. From the above 
the following proposition is immediate. 
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PROPOSITION 3.4. Let L # 0 be a nilpotent in &V >, with canonical 
filtration {W,), split by the gradation (Wcm)}, with notation as above. Then 
(a) We can write L = L@’ + LC3) + **- , where L”’ E g(r) and L@’ # 0. 
(b) All the L(‘) are nilpotent, and LC2’ has the same filtration as L. 
NOTE. In Babbitt and Varadarajan [2] our LCk) E Zck) would be written 
LCmk), which would be consistent with its use in the theory of Lie algebras. 
We adopt our notation because the minus sign would cause difficulties in 
later calculations. 
DEFINITION. Given any L E&V >, if we write L = LC2) + LC3’ + -** 
using Proposition 3.4 above with respect to some gradation splitting the 
canonical filtration of L, we shall call the operator LC2’ the admissible part 
of L. 
Any L E.&V) written as a direct sum L = @s t L,,, satisfying (i), (ii), 
and (iii) with respect to some gradation {WC’)} of V will be said to be in 
standard form with respect to the gradation. 
EXAMPLE. Suppose that a splitting for the canonical filtration for some 
L E_&‘(V) has the form 
v = w(4) @ w(2) @ w(O) $ WC-2) $ WC-41, 
where we assume rk WC4) < rk WC’) < rk W(O). Then we may write the 
matrix of L with respect to this splitting as shown in Figure 1. The admissible 
part of L (that is, LC2’) is the first nonzero block subdiagonal and is outlined 
with slightly darker lines. The labellings on the top indicate the domain of 
the block, and those on the side indicate the range. The sizes of the blocks 
were chosen to indicate the ranks of the submodules involved, and would be 
correct if the summands were free modules so that the above represented a 
block decomposition of matrices. 
3.1. The Standard Form for L E&‘(V) 
Fix L E&V), and let {Wj) := {Wj(L)} be the canonical filtration of L, 
where the spread of L is m,, so that W,,,, = V, and W-,,_, = 0. Split the 
filtration by the submodules {WC’)} _m, ~ t ~ m,, so that Wj = @t d j WCt). 
L has a block decomposition with respect to the submodules ECS%t). We 
will write L = &Js t L, t, where L, t : WCt) -+ WC”‘. It may happen that some 
WCt) = 0 (so that WCYt) = 0 as ’ well); in this case we have empty blocks in L. 







By Proposition 3.4, L,, t = 0 whenever s > t - 2, that is, when t - s < 2. If 
t - s = k, we will say that L,., is a block of type k. The “matrix” formed by 
the type-2 blocks of L with zeros in all other blocks is the matrix of 
homomorphisms for L (2). By Proposition 3.4, this is the first nonzero block 
subdiagonal below the block diagonal in the block matrix of L = CD L,T~ f. We 
shall often formulate our arguments with respect to this block matrix of 
module homomorphisms. In the case the appropriate submodules are actually 
free, the analogy with matrix arguments will be exact. 
Let rk W denote the rank of a projective module W. Suppose L E.&V ), 
where {WC”)) denotes a splitting of its canonical filtration. Set rl := rk WC’). 
By the properties of the filtration, we have the following facts: 
(9 Each LtP2 t , is of &ZZ rank regarded as a map WCt) + WC’- 2). That 
is. 
rk L t_2,t(W(t)) = min(rk WCr-‘), rk WC”). 
(ii) For 1 < k < m,, we define the R-homomorphism A, as the compo- 
sition 
A, := L_, _ k + 2  0 L_k+2 _k+4 0 ‘.’ 0 LkP2,k : WCk’ -+ W’-k’. (1) 
The rank of A, is rk. Note that rk = r_ k. (A, may be identified with L, in 
Proposition 3.1.) 
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(iii) The block “matrix” of homomorphisms formed by omitting blocks 
L where either s or t equals either -m, or m, can be regarded as the 
d&ix of homomorphisms for the nilpotent operator i E&G) where 
J?::= @ --)li,<t<lli,W(t) = Wn-l/W-m,. 
LEMMA 3.5. Let C$ : F + G be an R-module homomorphism of finite 
torsion-free R-modules. Then we can write F = K CB D and G = 1 CB H, and 
where K, D, I, and H are pure submodules, 
rk D = rk I, I/(+,, D(D)) is torsion, and fir 
0 = c#+~ :j -+ ifor i E {I, H} andfirj E {K, 0). 
4 . D + I is injective, I, D . 
the other maps we have 
Proof. Let K = ker 4. Then K is pure (as are all kernels of homomor- 
phisms), since it equals its own closure. So we may find a complementary 
submodule D so that D CB K = F. Set Z’ = Im 4, and define Z = 7 (where 
the bar denotes closure in G). Find a complementary submodule H so that 
Z @ H = G, and write $ with respect to this decomposition. W 
The above lemma lets us write an arbitrary 4 : F -+ G between finite 
torsion-free modules as a block “matrix” of homomorphisms: 
4. FINITE DETERMINACY FOR THE CANONICAL FILTRATION 
DEFINITION. Let Z c R be an ideal. Set I . Q I(V) equal to the R- 
algebra generated by all endomorphisms of the form x * 4, x E I, 4 E 9 I(V >. 
Set 
GL( V)“’ := {g E GL(V): g = 1 (mod Z*gl(V))}. 
GL(V)(‘) is a normal subgroup of GL(V ). If H c CL(V) is a subgroup, 
we set H(I) := H I? GL(V)(“. We call GL(V)(” a congruence subgroup for 
the ideal I. 
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DEFINITION. Let T be a torsion R-module. We will denote by o(T) the 
order ideal of T. That is. 
o(T) = {r E R: rt = Oforall t E T}. 
DEFINITION. Let M : P + Q be a homomorphism of finite torsion-free 
R-modules. Let M(P) d enote the closure of the image of M in Q. Define 
6(M) := o( M(P) /M(P)). 
We now prove a finite determinacy result for the canonical filtration of L 
and the standard form of elements of &V). We begin with the following 
lemma, which will be of use in all the remaining results. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let M, M’ : P + Q, where P and Q are finite torsion-free 
modules and M and M’ are R-homomorphisms of full rank (that is, 
rk M(P) = min(rk P, rk Q), and similarly for M’), and rk P > rk Q = rk M 
= rkM’ (respectiuely, rk P < rk Q). Set 6(M) := o(M( P)/M(P)), and 
similarly define 6(M’). Suppose M = M’ (mod I. hom,(P, Q>) jb- some 
ideal Z c 6(M) f~ 6( M’). Then 6(M) = S( M’),, and we can find a g E 
GL(P)(r’sCM)m’) (respectively, g E GL(Q)““‘~“‘m ‘> so that M’g = M (rc- 
spectiuely gM’ = M). 
Proof. We first consider the case rk P = rk Q. We will always regard 
M, M’ E Horn,,, P, Q> C Hom~,( P E+ X, Q @+ 3). Then 
M = M’ (mod I. horn,,, P, Q)) 
implies 
M’=M+ ie,Hi=M l+M-’ ieiZZ, l+ i(u,M-‘)II, 
i=l i=l i=l 
where ei E Z and Hi : P + Q. Set g := 1 + Cfzl(ei M-‘)H,, which we 
interpret as an element of End,( Px). However, if p E P G Pz, then 
ejHi(p) E M(P), so M -‘C:= le,Hi( p) E P. Thus, we see g E End,(P). 
Let p denote a prime ideal of R. Locally, M, and Mk are maps of free 
R,-modules, so we may realize them as matrices. We see 
det Mb = det M, det g, 
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and in particular, det M, I det Mb. This relation is symmetric in M and M’ 
since Z c 6(M) f~ 6(M’), so det Mb I det M,, and so det g, is a unit in 
R, for all p, so that g E Aut,(P). In particular, S(M) = 6(M’) since locally 
both ideals are generated by the determinants of M and M’, respectively. 
Similarly, we see g E GL(P)(“S(M)-‘) since locally we may write g, as a 
matrix with coefficients in Z,(det M,)-’ by Cramer’s rule. 
For the general case, suppose rk P > rk Q. Using Lemma 3.5, we decom- 
pose P into submodules and write M in block form: 
M=[R 0] 
and 
M' = [A 0] + i ei[ Ai Bi] = [A + Cf=leiAi ~f_le,~i], 
i=l 
where A is a map from a rk(Q) submodule of P to Q, and A is injective. 
Using the previous case, we see the following g E GL(P)(r’S(M)-l) will 
suffice (written with respect to the same decomposition of P): 
g= 
1 + Cf= ie,A-‘A, Ck= reiA-iB, 
0 1 1 
The case rk P < rk Q follows similarly. W 
COROLLARY 4.2. Let M: P + Q as in the previous lemma, rk P > rk Q 
(respectively, rk P < rk Q), and M be of full rank. Set M oHom,(C, P) := 
{M 0 H : H E Hom,(C, P)}. Th en or any finite, torsion-free module C, we f 
have Z * Hom,(C, Q) c M oHom,(C, P) (and also Z * Hom,(P, C) c 
Hom.(Q, C>o M) f or any ideaE Z such that Z c o(Q/M(P)). 
Proof. This is really a corollary to the proof of the lemma. Choose 
appropriate submodules of P so we may write 
M=[A 0] 
with respect to this decomposition. Pick any element Cf;_ ieiUi E Z . 
Hom,(C, Q). Th en the following T E Hom,(C, P) will suffice (written with 
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respect to the same decomposition as M 1: 
The proof that T is defined over R goes through as in the previous lemma. 
The case rk P Q rk Q is similar. ??
DEFINITION. Let us set, for L E&V’) and the canonical filtration 
{WtxEzl> 
~~ := “(A) = .(W(-j)/Aj(W(jJ)), where hj : W(J) + WC-j’, 0 Gj, 
for some splitting of the canonical filtration of L ( Dj is independent of the 
choice of this splitting). We will call the ideals Dj the invariant ideals of 
L EAV). 
This is a refinement of the definition given in [2], where it was assumed R 
was a discrete valuation ring. The “discrete invariant” defined there was the 
order of a generator for (the principal) S(hj) with respect to some choice of 
uniformizing parameter. As a reformulation of Corollary 3.3 we have the 
following: 
COROLLARY 4.3 (Cf. [2, p. 191). Th 
determined by the GL(V)-orbit CJJ L. 
e invariant ideals Dj are uniquely 
PROPOSITION 4.4. Suppose L E-&V). Let m, equal the spread of L, 
and set 
D = D(L) := SD,, 
j=l 
where the Dj are the invariant ideals of L defined above. If we have 
L’ E&V’) such that (1) L and I,’ have the same invariant ideals, that is, 
D,(L) = D&L’) for 0 < j, and (2) L = L’ (mod Z * (1 l(V >>, where 1 is any 
ideal of R such that I G D, then there is a g E GL(V)‘r’D-” such that if 
L” = gLfg4, then L and L” have the same (and not just isomorphic) 
canonical filtrations. In other words, L’ is similar to a nilpotent endomor- 
phism that is in standard form with respect to a splitting of the canonical 
filtration of L. In particular, Aj( L) = A,,( L”) for 0 < j. 
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Proof. We may assume L is in standard nilpotent form with respect to a 
gradation {W (‘)} of V which splits its canonical filtration. Our proof will be 
by induction on mi, the spread of L. If m, = 0 then L = 0, so L’ = 0 by 
hypothesis (1). Now suppose m, > 0. Set W(*)(L) := ePrn, < i <m, Wci), so 
that V = W’“1) @ W’*‘(L) CB WcP”l). We will write L”I with respect to 
this block decomposition, where the middle column (row) of the matrix 
denotes the submodules W (*). 
The block A,, is the same as defined by condition (ii) in the definition of the 
standard nilpotent form. 
Since a(&,,) = ??(A,,) f R and Dj(L) = D&L’) = R for j > ml, L’ 
also has spread m, and rank[(L!)“1] = rank Lml = rank A, = rm,. By hy- 
pothesis (2) of the proposition, we can write (L’)“l in the same block 
1 
A ml,ml A ml, * An,,, -ml 
(Ly = A *ml A *. * A *.-ml 
Am, + A-m,,,, A-ml, * A-m,,-,, 
h 
_ & 
ecomposition of the gradation for L in the form 
where, for instance, A,1 * ‘. denotes a map A,,+ * : W(*) ,.. 
t W(“l) and 
Aij = 0 (mod Z * Hom,(W (I), WtEJ)). For brevity put A!,, = Am1 + A_,,+ m,, 
and write RP (resp. RJ, /.L being one of -ml, *, or m,, for the homomor- 
phism V + WcP) defined by means of (,?)“I (resp. L”1) determined by the 
rows of the p-block. 
We claim that the homomorphisms R’, and R’,, lie in the images of the 
sets HomE(Wc-“l), WC*‘) and Hom,(W(-“‘I), W’“l’), respectively, com- 
posed with the homomorphism FKml : V + W(- ml). Since the rank of ( L’)“I 
is equal to rml, and the ranks of the homomorphisms R’, and R’,, are greater 
than or equal to the ranks of R * and R,,, respectively, solving the appropri- 
ate matrix equations is then an easy application of Corollary 4.2. 
Thus, there are homomorphisms U, V of appropriate types such that 
R’,, + UKml = 0, R’, + VR’,, = 0, 
where U = 0 (mod ID:,‘), and similarly for V. 
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So, if we put 
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1 0 u 
g,= i 0 1 v 1 1 
0 0 1 
then 
g, E GL(V)‘rD-f’ and g,(z)““g,l = 
We now argue as before, but work with columns, to find 
such that 
Since (C)“I = 0, we have (L’)‘“’ 1 = 0, so that A’:,,,, ,~ = 0. Therefore, the 
only nonzero block left in (L’)“! is A!,,l. Now, by Lerfima 4.1 we can find 
P E GL(W(-“I))(‘~~:) such that 
Ph’,, = A,,,, 




0 10, I 0 P 
we set g,,,, = g3g2gl, so that 
g,,, E GL( V,)(‘Dm:’ and gm,( L’)“” g,;,’ = ~“‘1. 
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Set L” := g,,L’g&‘, so that C = L! (mod IDi,‘). Then L” has the same 
invariant ideals as L’. By considering the block structure of these operators 
we have 
W_m,( L) = V n Imagevz 1;“’ = V n Imagevz[( C)“l] = W-ml(C) 
and also 
Wm,- 1( L) = V n Kervx Lml = V n Kervz[(C)m’] = W,,_,(E). 
Since L’ and E’ are similar over (GL(V))(zDm:), we will assume L’ = C, 
so that we may assume L = L’ (mod lD;l’>, W-,1(L) = W_,1(L’), and 
Wm, _ i(L) = Wm, _ ,(I?). Using the same block decomposition, it follows that 
L and L’ now have the following form: 
We regard M,, ML E.&W(*)(L)), an we have M, = Mi (mod ID;,‘). The d 
inductive hypothesis may be applied to M, and M6, since these blocks 
determine the remaining invariant ideals. Choose g* E GL(W(*‘( L)) such 
that g * = 1 (mod (ID&‘)D&_ 1 --* DL1), that is, (mod Z * D-l), and 
g,M;g,’ is a standard nilpotent with 
Ak( M,) = A&, M&g;‘), 1 G k < ml, WCk’ # 0. 
In particular, the nilpotents defined by M, and Ml := g.+ MLg*’ have the 
same canonical filtration regarded as endomorphisms of W(*‘( L). Then 
setting 
0 
g= i g: 0, 
i 1 0 0 1 
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we have L” := gL’g _ ’ = L (mod ID,R,‘D~,‘_ I .*. 0; ‘>, or equivalently we 
have gL’g_’ = L (mod I * D-l>, and 
I 
0 0 0' 
L”= g*A' g,M;g,l 0 . 
B’ C’g,l 0, 
Using the block decomposition, it is easy to check that A,$c’) = A,,,,. 
The relations above imply L and I! have the same canonical V-filtration. ??
5. FINITE DETERMINACY FOR SIMILARITY OF NILPOTENTS 
Proposition 4.4 established the finite determinacy of the invariant ideals 
under appropriate conditions. In this section, we will extend this result to 
prove the finite determinacy for the similarity of nilpotent operators. The 
result will be obtained in two steps. First, we will prove the finite determi- 
nacy of the admissible part of the nilpotent. The finite determinacy for the 
whole operator will be proved next, and in this case the ideals involved 
depend on the invariant ideals of the nilpotent ad(L) acting on R I(V). 
THEOREM 5.1. 
Define 
Let L EAV ) with invariant ideals D,,,,, D ,,,, ~. ,, . . , D,,, 
B, := B,.B,.B,. 
where B,, B,, and B, are defined as follows: B, := D(L) is defined as in 
Proposition 4.4. Let t, be the greatest odd integer t such that WCt) # 0, and 
s0 be the greatest even integer s such that W’“’ f 0 with respect to some 
splitting of the canonical filtration of L. Set l,<] := D,O . D,,,_z *a* D, and 
lso := D,,) . Q-2 *-a D,. Then define 
B, := (k<;D&ls,;D1). 
Lastly, define 
B, := n D,(ad( L’*‘)) 
.i 
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where L@) is the admissible part of L. Then for any L! E.&V) such that (1) 
L and L! have the same invariant ideals and (2) L = L’ (mod I * 9 r(V )> for 
some ideal I c B,, there exists a g E GL(V)(r’Bi’) such that gL’g_’ = L. 
We will prove the theorem by proving the following two propositions, of 
independent interest, from which the theorem will follow immediately. 
PROPOSITION 5.2. Suppose L E&V) is a standard nilpotent with re- 
spect to a gradation of its canonical filtration with spread m,. For any other 
L’ E-NW) such that (1) L’ is a standard nilpotent with respect to the same 
gradation as L, (2) Dj( L) = Dj(L’) for all 0 < j, and (3) L@) = (L’)c2) (mod 
Z . g I(V )) for some ideal Z c B, (B, is defined as in Theorem 5.1), there is a 
g-X(V) , (I Bc’) block-diagonal with respect to the splitting of V, such that 
L and gL’g_ l have the same admissible part. That is, Lc2) = (gL!g- ‘)c2). 
PROPOSITION 5.3. Let L E.&V) b e a standard nilpotent with respect to 
a splitting of its canonical filtration. For any other L’ E&‘(V) such that (1) L’ 
is a standard nilpotent with respect to the same V-gradation as L, (2) L and 
L’ have identical admissible parts, and (3) L = L’ (mod Z - g f(V)> for some 
ideal Z 5 B, (where B, is as defined in Theorem 5.1), there is a g E 
GL(V)(“B2) such that g - 1, is a “block-lower-triangular” endomorphism 
with respect to the splitting of the canonical filtration of L with zeros in the 
blocks (i, j) forj - i > 2, so that L = gL’g_ ‘. 
Proof of Theorem 6.1 (assuming Propositions 5.2 and 5.3). We may 
assume that L is a standard nilpotent with respect to a splitting of its 
canonical filtration. By Proposition 4.4 we can find a g, E GL(V)(r.B”‘) so 
that g,L’g,’ is a standard nilpotent with respect to this splitting. The 
congruence relations required in Proposition 5.2 are clearly satisfied by the 
hypotheses of the theorem, so we may find a suitable conjugacy by g, E 
GL(V)(‘.Bo’BF’) so that L = L! (mod I* BclBF1 - 91(V)) and that L, L’ are 
standard nilpotents with identical admissible parts. Lastly, by Proposition 5.3 
we can find an element g, E GL(V )(l’Bi’B;’ Bi’) such that g, fig;’ = L. W 
Proof of Proposition 5.2. We assume L, L’ are standard with the same 
invariant ideals [in particular, R,(L) = A, = A,(L) for k > 0, where A, is 
as defined in (ii) of Section 3.11, and L = L’ (mod Z * g f(V)> for some ideal 
I G B,. 
Since a block in the admissible part of L is of the form Li_ 2, i E Z(‘) for 
some -ml + 2 < i < ml, we can separate the blocks into even and odd 
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“strands” according to the parity of the subscripts of these blocks. Let 9 be 
the subgroup of block-diagonal elements of GL(V) (with respect to the 
splitting of the canonical filtration of L): if Cl3 gi = g E 8, then g, : WCi) + 
WCi) and is invertible. The group ~3 acts on the admissible part of L by 
sending L, _ 2, i to gi-,Li-,,ig,‘, which preserves its parity, so we may work 
on each strand separately. We have both rt, < rtoP2 < a** < ri and r,,, < 
r so-2 < ... <r,<r,,whererk=rkW . (k) This follows from the injectivitv 
of L restricted to each W (t) for t > 0. For t =Z 0, the cokemel of 
L . WCt) -+ W (tP 2, is a torsion module. t-2.t. 
We want to construct similarity transformations which will take the 
strands of the admissible part of C to those of L. We will do so by choosing 
appropriate elements of 8. By definition, for k 2 2 we have 
L -k, -k+2 A k-2Lkm2,k 
= A, : w(k) + WC-k’ 
WV-2) = L 
k-2,ktWck)) @ “k 
W(-k+2) = (kerL_k, +k+s) @ P-, 
for appropriate submodules Hk and P_, (the bar denotes the closure of the 
Write 
and 
module Im L, _ 2 k in Wcke2). Using these decompositions, we may represent 
the homomorphisms L_, _k+2, hk_2, and Lk-2.k in the block homomor- 
phism equation 
where 
A, :wck’ + Lk_2,k(w(k)) , 
A-, : P-k + WC-k’ 
are both maps of full rank, and the blocks Aij are defined in the obvious way. 
In particular, since A, is an injection such that W’-k’/Ak(W’k’) is a torsion 
module, we see that A,, : Im Lkp2 k + P-k is an injection onto a submodule 
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of maximal rank. From this we conclude D, c 6(A_,) = 6(L_,, _k+2) and 
D, c S(A,) = 6(Lke2 k). By similar reasoning we have D, c 6(L’_,, _k+ 2> 
and D, c 6( L’k_,, k). Thus, we may apply Lemma 4.1. 
Given an index k, k, we will denote the maximum index (to or sa) which 
has the same parity as k. 
Suppose g = Cl3 gi E ~3 is of the form gj = Id : Wci) + Wci) for i # 
k - 2 and i z -k + 2. Then gL’g_’ takes the strand of (L’)“’ blocks 
to the strand 
L’-k,,, -k,f2> * * * > (L’_k,-k+2g-:+2)>(g-k+2c-k+2,-k+4)m 
Thus we may apply Lemma 4.1 to take L’_k, _k+2 to L_k, _k+2 and Z&s k 
to Lk_ 2, k, which will reduce the congruence level of the next to “inner’ 
blocks to Z - Dkl, and fixing all other blocks of the admissible part. 
So we begin by choosing (by means of Lemma 4.1) operators g-k,+ 2 E 
GL(V)(W’-ka+2’)“.o~~) and gk,_2 E GL(V)(W(ka-2))(z’D~~-b) as the only 
nonidentity components in some g Es taking L’_kO, _kp+2 to L_kO, _k,+2 
and Z&-2 k to Lk,-2 k , respectively, so that the remaming blocks of the 
admissible ’ ;art are no; congruent modulo the ideal Z * Dk,‘. We may 
continue to work “from the outside in,” and find 
taking L’_,, _k+2 to L_,, _kf2 and z$_,, k to i&a, k, reSpeCtiVdy. Each 
successive application of a conjugacy to an outer block will reduce the 
congruence level of the inner block, but by our hypotheses on these congru- 
ence levels, we may proceed inward until we reach the center block L _ 1, 1 = 
A, (in the case of an odd index) or A, = 1 (in the case of an even index). 
Here we must be more careful. We shall describe how to proceed in the odd 
case; the even case follows similarly. 
We may assume that Z__k+2,k = L_k+a,k and Z&27k = Lk_2,k for all 
Ikl > 3. Our goal is to find, by means of Lemma 4.1, a g, E GL(W(“) and a 
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g_ 1 E GL(W’- ‘I) in an appropriate congruence subgroup so that 
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g, .L’,,, = L,,, and L’P,,P, .g:: = L_,,_,. 
However, we must be sure that the g, and g_ 1 used above may occur 
simultaneously as blocks along the diagonal of an element g E 9 which fixes 
the homomorphism A,, which, by hypothesis, is the same in the standard 
nilpotents L and L’. Specifically, we must further require 
g_,fI,g;’ = A,. 
Recall the factorization of the block equation used earlier, now applied 
to A,: 
Over L’ this equation takes the form 
A3. 
= A, 
where A\ = A, (mod I) and B; = 0 (mod I) for some ideal Z c DiDT. (To 
simplify notation we will denote the congruence levels by the appropriate 
ideal only; the corresponding module homomorphisms will be obvious.) 
We saw in the proof of Lemma 4.1 that we can find f, E GL(W(“)‘1.“3 ‘) 
of the form 
f&G,, = [; :][:I = [:I. 
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Set f-r := h,f,R,r = 1 (mod Z * D31DT1). Then 
L! _a, _J: = L’_, _r (mod Z*D,rD,‘) and f_,h,fF’ = A,. 
We may find submodules of WC- ‘) so that the map A, L,, 3 : Wc3) + 
W (- ‘) has the block factorization 
A,L,, = ; . 
’ [I 
We write L_,, _ 1 and L’- 3, _ 1 f~: with respect to these submodules as 
L -3,-l = [c Dl, Id-3,-lfI: = [C’ II’]. 
Then 
L -3,-AL1,3 = [c a [ 1 ; = CA = A, = C/h = L’_3,_1_f~;AlLl,,. 
Since A is of full rank (hence invertible over X), we have C = C’. Hence, 
using Corollary 4.2, we may choose h-r E GL(W’- l))(dl) so that with 
respect to the above decomposition it has the form 
h 1 u -1= () 1) [ 1 
where U is chosen so that U = 0 (mod Z * D~‘D~ ‘1. Then 
L’_,,_,f_,h:; = [C D’][; ;] = [C D' - CU] = [C D]. 
Then set h, := A,‘h_,A,, so that h, = 1 (mod I. D~2D~2) by the 
congruence hypotheses on h _ 1. Then 
L! _3, _,fI:h:: = L-3, -1 and h_,f_,A_,f~h[’ = Al. 
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So we need only check 
h,fiC1.J = h,L,,, = A,%,h,L,,, = A; 
4: Yl[a]) 
= A,’ R = lqA,L, 3 = L,,,. i-1 0 
Weset g, = h,fi and gg, = h-,f_,,andwearedone. ??
Proof of Proposition 5.3. Let FY be the group of all g E GL(V) such 
that g - 1, is as described in the proposition. The equation L = gL’g_ ’ can 
be rewritten as 
g.L’=L.g. 
Our problem is to choose g E GL(V ) such that the resulting L equals L. 
Recall that we may write L = L(*) + Lc3’ + a*. , where Lck’ E ZFck), that 
is, Lck)(Wct)) c Wctmk) for all t. Suppose g E GL(V) is of the form 
g = 1 + g,, for g, E B cd). We will call such an automorphism a d-conjuga- 
Con. If gL’g_’ = (gL’g-1)(2’ + (gL’g-1)‘3) + *** where (gL’g-L)(k’ E gck), 
then if g is a d-conjugation for d 2 1, we have (gL’g-‘)(k+2) = (IJ)(k+2) for 
any k < d. 
Since we have (L’)c2) = L’*’ by hypothesis, the above observation will 
allow us to take ( L’)(d+2) to L (d+2) inductively for d > 0 by successive 
applications of d-conjugations, since a d-conjugation preserves blocks of 
types t for 2 < t < d + 2. If g is a d-conjugation, then the equation 
gL’ = Lg 
reduces over blocks of type d + 2 to 
( L’)(~+~) + g,,~(“’ = L(d+*) + ~‘2’~~. 
Note that the blocks of type d + 2 are the blocks of smallest type affected by 
any d-conjugation. We can rewrite the above as 
p(d+2) := (q(d+*) - L(d+ 2) = “d( L’“‘) ( gd) for g, E 69”). (2) 
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We must show the image of the map ad(L@)) : gcd) 4 Ecd+‘) lies in an 
appropriate congruence subgroup containing _Ycd + 2). 
By Lemma 3.2 the map 
ad( ,9) . 850 + g&d + 2) d>, 1, 
is surjective; hence ad( L(z)X8(d)) is an R-submodule of 8cd + 2, of full rank. 
Let pd := ad(L(2)X8(d9 Then 8 cd + 2)/Yd is a finite torsion module over R. 
Consequently, if 9 d+2i = 0 (mod J) where J is an ideal contained in 
o(@d+2)/yd), then Equation (2) will have a solution in 8(d). 
Recall 
B, = n Dj(ad( Lc2))) 
.i 
Since (@“)) is a splitting of the canonical filtration for ad(Lc2)), we have 
II Dj(ad( Lc2’)) G o 
i 
But pd+‘) = 0 (mod Z), where I c B,. Thus we may solve (1) for all types 
d + 2, for d > 0. This proves Proposition 5.3. ??
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